Our Readers Write: La
Jollans speak out about
housing bill, trimming
palm trees, lack of
parking, cannabis
billboards, crumbling
streets, The Conrad,
vaccines and more local
topics

"Dear people that want to wreck houses and build apartments ... that is very rude and unkind to people that live here
... this place is already very crowded ... ’ reads an illustrated note by Susie, granddaughter of Phil Wise, concerned
about any proposals to eliminate 30-foot height limit restrictions."
(Courtesy)
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Even kids don't like California State Senate
Bill 330 (Housing Crisis Act of 2019)
This card (pictured above) was written by my 7-year-old granddaughter
after I attempted to explain what effects Senate Bill 330 could have on La
Jolla. (The bill could remove height restrictions on new development.) All
three of our granddaughters love coming to our home, love the neighborhood,
the beach, just about everything about life in The Shores.
Just keep in mind that what she wrote is from the perspective of a 7-year-old.
She made the card, on her own, without any help from me. Without any
prompting, she came up with the idea of drawing in all the high-rise buildings.
Just thought her card might be of interest to the readers of La Jolla Light.
Phil Wise
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